In this paper, a methodology is developed to solve the single-model, stochastic assembly line balancing problem for the objective of minimizing the total labor cost and the expected incompletion cost arising from tasks not completed within the prescribed cycle time. The methodology is based on determining an initial DP based solution and its improvement using a branch-and-bound procedure which uses an approximate solution instead of a lower bound for fathoming nodes. Detailed experimentation shows the superiority of this method over the most promising one from the literature. #
Introduction
The single-model, stochastic assembly line balancing problem can be stated as follows: given a ®nite set of tasks, each having a performance time distributed according to a probability distribution, and a set of precedence relations which specify the permissible orderings of the tasks, the problem is to assign the tasks to an ordered sequence of stations with a prespeci®ed cycle time such that the precedence relations are satis®ed and some performance measure is optimized. The problem addressed in this paper has the objective of minimizing the total system cost comprising of the total labor cost and the total expected incompletion cost. Since task performance times are random variables, some tasks cannot be completed within the operating cycle time; these products consequently move down the line with as many of the remaining tasks being completed as possible. Incomplete tasks are ®nally completed o the line. This incompleted work constitutes the incompletion cost. Such situations of completing the incomplete work o-line is encountered in the assembly of automobiles and appliances.
Although extensive research has been reported in the literature on the deterministic version of the problem, relatively less work has been done to develop ecient, optimum-seeking solution procedures for the stochastic case. The problem has a ®nite but extremely large number of feasible solutions and the inherent integer restrictions result in enormous computational and storage diculties. The stochasticity of the task performance times has been recognized and stated by several authors [1,4±19] . Methods for this stochastic line balancing problem that are extensions of the procedures developed for the deterministic version of this problem are reported in [1, 6, 10, 12, 18] . Kottas and Lau [7±9] Omega, Int. J. Mgmt. Sci. 27 (1999) 525±535 0305-0483/99/$ -see front matter # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. PII: S 0 3 0 5 -0 4 8 3 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 0 1 6 -X www.elsevier.com/locate/orms developed heuristic procedures for this problem which try to balance the labor and incompletion costs, while Vrat and Virani [19] and Shtub [16] present procedures that are basically similar to the method of Kottas and Lau [7] . A practical procedure to balance stochastic lines is reported by Sculli [15] . Silverman and Carter [17] and Lau and Shtub [10] present a procedure for the case when the assembly line is stopped to complete the incompleted work, while Reeve and Thomas [13] present a comparison of the procedures based on trade and transfer, branch and bound, heuristic branch and bound and a procedure based on combination of branch and bound and trade and transfer ideas.
In this paper, we develop a heuristic enumeration method for the stochastic assembly line balancing problem. Our results are then compared with those obtained by Kottas and Lau [7] whose method is reported as one of the eective methods for solving the problem. It is important in this connection to note at the outset that our method employs one assumption (assumption 4 below) not made by Kottas and Lau [7] , and the comparative results relate only to circumstances where this assumption holds.
We ®rst present the notation and assumptions in Section 2; the solution methodology is described in Section 3; the detailed experimentation in Section 4 and ®nally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
Notation and assumptions
The following notation is used:
C= cycle time IC i =incompletion cost of task i, for i = 1, F F F, N (dollar/ task) K= number of stations on the line L= labor rate (US$/unit time) t i = performance time of task i which is a random variable with mean m i and variance s i
2
W= set of all the tasks assigned to the assembly line
Before proceeding with the analysis of the problem, the following assumptions are made. A dierent approach to handling incompletions is suggested by Silverman and Carter [17] . In their approach, cycle time is extended when certain tasks are not completed within a base cycle time. Hence, the line operates as an unpaced line when such incompletions occur. Tasks are classi®ed into two groups; incompletions of the tasks in the ®rst group are not allowed. A ®rst-group task getting incomplete within the base cycle time is completed even if it requires stopping the whole line for a considerable amount of time. Incompletions of the second-group tasks do not extend the cycle time. As stated by Silverman and Carter [17] , it may be economical to stop the whole line for heavy and complex products such as engines, since major disassembly may be required to complete the incompletions o line. Thus, the selection of the approach to handle incompletions should depend on the costs associated with stopping the whole line versus completing the incomplete tasks o line. In addition, some technological constraints and practical reasons may also prohibit the stoppage of the whole line.
Assumption 4 is a direct consequence of the fact that most of the tasks are manually performed and variations in the performance times of these tasks are inevitable. The procedure developed in this paper can be used for processing times that are independently distributed nonnegative random variables with their distribution characterized by a single parameter. The normal distribution is the most frequently assumed distribution for the performance times, see Refs. [2,7± 14,17,18] , especially if the coecient of variation is 0.3 or less [20] , and, in the experimental work reported below, the processing times are assumed to be nor-mally distributed random variables truncated at zero with s i a Á m i , i 1, F F F , N, where a is a constant. The truncation at zero for a processing time is possible if the probability that the random variable can take on negative values is negligible, see [3] . The assumption that s i a Á m i would have to be tested empirically in any application. However, it is plausible since the mean and variance of a task processing time is the sum of the means and variances of the processing times of the basic elements that comprise the task. The greater the number of basic elements, the greater will be the mean and variance of the task performance time. Therefore, a large expected processing time of a task implies a greater number of basic elements and consequently a larger standard deviation. The relationship s i a Á m i has also been assumed by other researchers such as Silverman and Carter [17] and Lau and Shtub [10] . It is not, however, assumed by Kottas and Lau [7±9] who rather assume arbitrary means and variances, thus making their method more general than ours. The comparisons of their method and ours made below are valid only when the relationship s i a Á m i holds.
Assumptions 5±9 are similar to those typically made for this problem in the literature.
Cost model used
Incompletion cost, IC i is the cost of completing task i o the line and is assumed to be greater than LÁm i for i = 1, F F F, N. A task is not completed within the cycle time due to two reasons: (i) the task is not completed within C, the operating cycle time, or (ii) the task is a follower of another incomplete task on the precedence diagram. When one task is incomplete, the processing of a set of tasks cannot be started. This set of tasks depends on the precedence diagram and the allocation of tasks to stations.
The objective function is comprised of the total labor and total expected incompletion cost. A general expression is developed in [14] that captures the cost terms of the objective function given the allocation and ordering of the tasks to a given number of stations. The expression of the objective function is as follows:
where b i is the probability that the processing of task i is started and not completed within C; A i is the set of tasks which cannot be started (and hence incomplete) due to the incompletion of task i; fs i is the total number of starting events of task i and SB i j is a correction factor for the overcounted incompletion costs corresponding to starting event j. The processing of task i can be started after all the tasks preceding task i in the station are completed. The tasks preceding task i in the station need not precede task i on the precedence diagram; consequently, several events arise that lead to the starting of task i. The occurrence probabilities of these events are computed with a special probability enumeration tree in which some events are considered several times. These overcounted incompletions costs are subtracted to obtain the exact expected incompletion cost. The expression [CÁLÁK ] represents the total labor cost. The expressions of total expected incompletion cost and labor cost are utilized to determine the design with the minimum cost by varying the number of stations and the allocation of the tasks to these stations.
Procedure for determining the number of station and task allocations
The steps of the procedure for determining the number of stations and the allocation of tasks to these stations is as follows:
Step 1. Decompose the problem into subproblems of a given size, say m or fewer tasks.
Step 2. Determine an initial solution for each subproblem by using a dynamic programming (DP) procedure with a bounding strategy [14] , hereafter referred to as the truncated DP procedure.
Step 3. Improve the initial solution of each subproblem by using an improvement procedure.
Step 4. Generate the ®nal solution by appending the solutions of the subproblems generated in Step 3.
The ®rst three steps are now considered in detail. The experimentation, conducted with problems for which the solutions of its subproblems are appended to each other, is presented in Section 4.
Step 1: decomposing the problem
Consider the precedence diagram drawn from`left' to`right' with tasks placed as far to the left as possible. The diagram can now be partitioned by columns drawn between each set of tasks occurring from`left' to`right'. Activities contained within each column are consequently not linked.
The decomposition procedure arbitrarily combines adjacent columns into groups so that the number of tasks contained therein is a`reasonable' number Ð say, on the order of 20. These groups are serially combined until all tasks in the precedence diagram are considered.
Each group is consequently solved as an independent problem problem 3.2. The decomposition procedure above is expected to result in subproblems with the least number of precedence relations between the tasks. Consequently, the number of feasible sequences that can be generated by the tasks is larger than the number of feasible sequences when the problem is decomposed in any other way. Thus, the ®nal solution obtained with the above procedure is likely to be closer to the optimal one.
Step 2: determining an initial solution
An initial solution for each group can be generated using the DP procedure with a bounding strategy described in [14] . In the truncated DP procedure, the tasks are allocated station by station following precedence restrictions and the generation of an excessive number of states is avoided by not considering states having a probability of completing tasks below a prespeci®ed value. The truncated DP procedure [14] generates solutions that are almost always as good as those generated by the method of Kottas and Lau [7, 8] .
Step 3: improving the initial solution
The truncated DP procedure solution can be improved by using a procedure analogous to a branchand-bound enumeration tree with the nodes representing station assignments of the tasks. Each level of the tree corresponds to a station. Thus, the tree can have at most N levels corresponding to the N stations with at least one task assigned to each station. The nodes of the next level are formed by considering the precedence constraints. Let CN i be the cost associated with the assignment of tasks at node i, e be the number of nodes in the tree, and TCN i TCN Gi CN i for i 1, F F F , e, where G i is the parent node of node i. TCN i represents the cost associated with the assignment of the tasks to node i and all of its ancestor nodes. Note that if node i has no parent node (e.g. the nodes in the ®rst level), then TCN Gi =0.0 and TCN i =CN i . Each node has an associated relaxed problem consisting of tasks that are not assigned to either this node or its ancestor nodes; the precedence relations among these tasks are relaxed and the incompletion costs of the tasks are replaced by their cumulative incompletion costs. The relaxed problem is solved with the M-parallel station scheduling procedure outlined in Section 3.3.4. If CRX i is the cost of the relaxed problem corresponding to node i, then an approximate cost, APP i , corresponding to this node is de®ned as follows:
In the branch-and-bound technique, CRX i represents a lower bound on the contribution of the remaining tasks for node i. In our case, CRX i need not be a lower bound, as it is a heuristic solution of the relaxed problem. However, CRX i is used just like the lower bound value to fathom nodes. Thus, the improvement procedure does not guarantee to obtain the solution with the minimum cost. However, if CRX i is taken as an E-optimal solution, then it can be shown to generate an E-optimal solution of the original problem in the following sense. Let UB cur denote the current upper bound. Since the solution with the minimum cost belongs to one of the branches of the tree, in the worst case, node i containing the solution with the minimum cost is fathomed subject to
or, optimal solution valuer UB cur 1 E X Thus, UB cur will be at most within (1+E ) of the optimal solution value. The advantages of using an E-optimal solution at a node, instead of a lower bound, are that (i) it is easy to obtain and (ii) it is close to the optimal solution value and hence, very eective in cutting down the size of the tree. Of course, the disadvantage is that it can guarantee only E-optimal solutions. The magnitude of the value that one uses for E depends on the performance of the procedure used for solving the relaxed problem at every node of the tree. An experimentation is conducted to investigate the setting of E and is presented in [3] .
In the following sections, various features of the improvement procedure are discussed in detail.
The branching scheme
The branching rule for selecting a node to partition the solution space is the best bound rule, that is, the node having the smallest approximate cost is selected to branch.
The scheme used to generate the ospring of a node is identical to that used by Gutjahr and Nemhauser [5] for balancing single model assembly lines. Tasks that are available for assignment are placed in stage 1 and are considered marked. A state is de®ned as the set of tasks that can be started without prior completion of any other tasks and in any order that satis®es the precedence relations. An immediate follower of a state S of a stage is de®ned as a task that is an immediate follower of at least one of the tasks in S and is not preceded by any tasks not in S. The unmarked immediate followers of a state are augmented to the current state to form the states of the next stage. The augmentation of states and corresponding unmarked immediate followers is done in stages. For any state S of stage k, the unmarked immediate followers are placed in a list F(S ). Let H be a subset of F(S ), then S H is a state for stage k + 1. For each state of stage k, the unmarked immediate followers are found and placed as marked tasks for stage k + 1. When all the tasks are marked, the generation procedure is complete. Permutations of tasks are avoided in order to eliminate duplications. The states constitute the ospring nodes of the node being branched. The procedure generates all possible ospring nodes of a parent node, if carried to completion.
Note that (i) if TCN associated with the node S H j (for some subset H j of F(S )) is larger than UB cur , then all the other nodes formed by S H k , where H j is a subset of H k , can be pruned, and (ii) if TCN associated with a node is larger than that of any other descendent node generated previously with the same set of tasks, then this node can be pruned; if TCN is smaller than that of the previously generated node, then the previously generated node can be pruned.
Since each node represents a station, when a node is generated the tasks assigned to that node are resequenced with the single-machine sequencing procedure described next in Section 3.3.2 to further reduce the incompletion cost of the sequence.
Procedure to sequence tasks assigned to a node
The problem of resequencing the tasks assigned to a node can be viewed as the problem of sequencing N tasks on a single-machine with tasks having a common due date (corresponding to the prespeci®ed C ) and stochastic processing times. The objective is to sequence tasks in such a way that the expected incompletion cost is minimized. This problem is like a single-machine sequencing problem with a nonlinear loss function, however, the loss function here is de®ned as the expected incompletion cost.
Consider an arbitrary sequence R in which a pair of adjacent tasks, i and j ( j following i ), exists such that IC i r IC j . In the sequence R', the positions of the tasks i and j are interchanged. Let p i ( p j ) and p i '( p j ') denote the incompletion probabilities of task i( j ) in sequences R and R', respectively. Also let p Z be the incompletion probability of the task preceding task i( j ) in sequence R(R ').
If certain conditions outlined below are met, we can determine the relative order of two adjacent tasks in order to minimize the total expected incompletion cost.
) be the cumulative incompletion cost of task i in sequence R(R'), which consists of the incompletion cost of task i and of those tasks in that station and in subsequent stations that cannot be started due to the incompletion of task i. Thus, CIC i IC i kPAi IC k . The following theorem states the sequencing rule for two adjacent tasks and the conditions that should be met. Theorem 1. If x i CIC i x i 'CIC i ' and x j CIC j x j 'CIC j ', then cost(R) cost(R ') (that is, task j should be an immediate follower of task i ), and if x i CIC i rx i 'CIC i ' and x j CIC j r x j 'CIC j ', then cost(R) rcost(R ') (that is, task i should be an immediate follower of task j ).
Proof.
cost(R)=x i CIC i +x j CIC j and
Therefore, cost(R)Àcost(R')=(x i CIC i +x j CIC j )À(x j 'CIC j '+x i 'C-IC i '). Since x i CIC i x i 'CIC i ' and x j CIC j x j 'CIC j ', it follows that cost(R) cost(R '). The second part of the theorem can be proved similarly.
Note that only tasks i and j are considered in cost(R ) and cost(R'). The tasks preceding task i( j ) and the ones following task j(i ) in sequences R(R ') also contribute to cost(R ) and cost(R'). However, these contributions can be ignored, since they are equal to each other in sequences R and R'. Note also that the precedence relations among tasks are ignored in the above theorem. If j $ A i , it is obvious that sequence R ' in which task i following task j violates the precedence relations. Thus, such interchanges are not permitted.
The sequencing procedure ®rst orders the tasks in the descending order of their cumulative incompletion costs with the precedence relations being observed. If the order of the tasks violates the precedence relations, then the positions of those tasks are changed accordingly, though the sequence of the tasks no longer remains in a descending order of the cumulative incompletion costs. Then, the conditions of theorem 1 are applied to each pair of adjacent tasks in the sequence to arrange them accordingly. If j $ A i , sequence R ' in which task i following task j violates the precedence relation and the interchange is not permitted. In certain regions of the sequence, the incompletion probabilities of tasks i and j cannot be dierentiated; they are both assumed to be either negligible or equal to unity due to the asymptotic shape of the normal distribution.
If tasks i and j are in a region in which the incompletion probabilities can be dierentiated and the conditions of theorem 1 are not met, then the relative order of the tasks is determined by comparing cost(R ) with cost(R'). If cost(R ) cost(R'), then task j follows task i; otherwise, task i follows task j. In summary, the following three situations arise while determining the relative order of two adjacent tasks assigned to the same node of the tree formed by the improvement procedure. Situation 1. The adjacent tasks meet the conditions of theorem 1. The relative order of the tasks is determined according to theorem 1. Situation 2. The adjacent tasks do not meet the conditions of theorem 1 and their incompletion probabilities can be dierentiated. The relative order of the tasks is determined by comparing the expected incompletion costs of the sequences corresponding to the two positions of the tasks. Situation 3. The adjacent tasks do not meet the conditions of theorem 1 and their incompletion probabilities cannot be dierentiated. The optimal relative order of the tasks cannot be determined. Consequently, no action is taken and the task with the larger cumulative incompletion cost remains as the ®rst task.
Node evaluation scheme
When a node is generated, the tasks in the node are resequenced as discussed in the previous section, and the cost CN associated with the sequence is computed. CN consists of the labor cost of a station and the expected incompletion costs of the tasks in the node. The expression for CN i corresponding to node i is similar to the objective function expression in Section 2.1.
In order to compute CRX i , let G i be the set of tasks in node i and in all its ancestor nodes. The set of tasks in the relaxed problem corresponding to node i is given by the set W±G i . Let N ir be the number of tasks in the set W±G i . In a relaxed problem, precedence constraints are relaxed, but the incompletion costs of the tasks are replaced by their cumulative incompletion costs. This relaxed problem is solved as an M-parallel station scheduling problem with the procedure outlined in Section 3.3.4. The cost of the relaxed problem solution associated with node i is taken as a lower bound on the contribution of the tasks in W±G i . Let CIN iM denote the expected incompletion cost of the relaxed problem solution for node i obtained by the M-parallel station scheduling procedure. Then, the total expected cost of the relaxed problem, CRX i , may be expressed as follows:
Note that in order to ®nd a good estimate of CRX i , the M-parallel station scheduling procedure must be applied N ir times to the relaxed problem corresponding to node i for M = 1, F F F, N ir . This, in reality, can be very time consuming. In order to limit the range of this search over the number of stations, an experiment was conducted to compare the number of stations obtained by the above procedure with the search at each node applied N ir times, to that obtained by the truncated DP procedure with the bounding strategy [14] and the method of Kottas and Lau [9] . The data for the test problems are generated as follows: Table 1 depicts the number of tasks,¯exibility-ratios (F-ratio), Table 2 Comparative analysis between the technique of Kottas and Lau [9] , the truncated DP procedure and the proposed improvement procedure cycle times, number of stations in the solutions of the problems using the truncated DP procedure [14] , the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the improvement procedure. F-ratio is a measure of the number of feasible sequences that can be generated and takes values from 0.0 to 1.0. The value of 1.0 corresponds to a problem with no precedence relations whereas the value of 0.0 corresponds to a problem with tasks ordered serially. The dierence in the number of stations in the three solutions depends on relationships between the cycle time, task processing times and the relative magnitude of the incompletion costs. As seen in Table 1 , for 16 of the 30 problems, the dierence between the number of stations determined by the truncated DP procedure (NSTA DP ) and the improvement procedure is less than or equal to 1; the dierence, on the average, is 2.00. In all cases, the number of stations obtained by the improvement procedure is less than or equal to NSTA DP . Half of the Kottas and Lau [9] solutions require more stations than NSTA DP , and are consequently generated at a higher cost. Table 2 gives the actual incompletion costs using the three methods, together with percentage dierences in comparison with the improvement procedure. It is seen that the proposed method dominates the method of Kottas and Lau [9] in every comparison, while it improves on the truncated DP procedure solution in about half the cases and equals the DP solutions for the remainder.
(Recall, however, both have and below, that the method of Kottas and Lau allows distributions in which means and standard deviations are not related, and the comparisons are made under our somewhat more restrictive assumption about distributions of task performance times.) We use these results to guide the search over the number of stations to be used at every node to compute CRX i . If node i is at level j, then the corresponding relaxed problem is expected to have NSTA DP Àj stations. Thus, the above procedure is applied to the relaxed problem for the number of stations in the neighborhood of NSTA DP Àj. Based on the assumption that the dierence between the numbers of stations obtained by the truncated DP and the improvement procedures is less than 5 (a conservative number based on the above experimentation), the procedure is applied to the relaxed problem associated with node i of level j 11 times for M = NSTA DP Àj À 5, F F F, NSTA DP Àj + 5.
Next, we describe an M-parallel station scheduling procedure for the relaxed problem. The term parallel here implies that the stations are assumed to be in parallel rather than in series. Since this procedure is used to solve the relaxed problem at every node of the enumeration tree of the improvement procedure, the performance of this procedure aects the performance of the improvement procedure signi®cantly. The closer the solution of this procedure is to the optimum, the better will be the quality of the ®nal solution of the problem.
M-parallel station scheduling procedure for the relaxed problem
This procedure is based on the single-processor sequencing procedure presented in Section 3.3.2 and the steps are as follows:
Step 1. (Construction of the single-station sequence). Set the due date equal to MÁC. Rank the tasks in the descending order of their cumulative incompletion costs. Examine each pair of adjacent tasks to ®nd the situation described in Section 3.3.2, and determine the relative order of the tasks. Continue until all pairs of adjacent tasks are examined.
Step 2. (Allocation of the tasks to M stations). Allocate the tasks to M machines sequentially in their order of appearance in the single-station sequence by assigning the next task to the machine that has the least sum of the expected processing times of the tasks already assigned to it. Continue until all the tasks are assigned.
Step 3. (Resequencing of the tasks on the stations). The tasks assigned to each machine are resequenced according to the single-station sequencing procedure.
The M-parallel station scheduling procedure presented above does not guarantee the optimal solution. Let the solution obtained using this procedure at every node be an E-optimal solution, i.e. it is within (1+E ) of the optimal solution. Also, if CRX i is the total expected cost obtained using this procedure by its application to the relaxed problem associated with node i, then there exists a r i , r i r 0, such that CRX i /(1+r i ) is a valid lower bound for node i. Consequently, if CRX i /(1+r i ) is used instead of APP i at node i, then the enumeration procedure will guarantee the optimal solution. Now, E and r i are not known apriori. However, if r i is taken to represent the r i -optimality of the scheduling procedure used to solve the relaxed problem at node i, then E=max i = 1, F F F , e r i , since, in the worst case, one of the nodes leading to the optimal solution can have the maximum r value. This suggests the following way to estimate the value of r experimentally. A problem is solved using the same r value for all nodes in the enumeration tree of the improvement procedure. If the r value assumed is not suciently large, then increasing its value should improve the solution. Since the procedure is heuristic and approximate costs are used instead of upper bounds for pruning nodes, increasing the value of r does not necessarily improve the solution, but, on the average, an improvement in the solutions is expected. If the improvement in the solution stabilizes beyond a r value, it implies that the value of r is either larger than E of the scheduling procedure or very close to it. An experimentation was conducted to estimate the values of r and E and is reported in Ref. [3] . The increase in improvement was found to stabilize, on average, at rr 0.1, with the M-parallel station scheduling procedure generating solutions within 110 percent of the optimal solution. Consequently, the Mparallel station scheduling procedure generates almost optimal solutions for this r value.
Note that for some examples in Table 1 the dierence between the number of stations generated by the improvement procedure and those generated by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure is signi®cant. To explain this, observe the last column of Table 3 which lists the value of RAN 2 used for dierent examples. RAN 2 is a random variable generated from a uniform distribution between L and 2L. As the labor rate, L, is taken as 0.05 US$/ min; RAN 2 is distributed uniformly between 0.05 and 0.10. For all the examples with large dierences in numbers of stations (namely, 3, 4, 11, 14, 17, 20, 28) , the RAN 2 value is relatively small. That means, for small incompletion cost, the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure utilize more stations than needed to minimize the labor and the expected incompletion costs. However, as the relative magnitude of IC increases, the number of stations utilized in the solutions generated by these procedures tend to be close to those utilized by the improvement procedure. This is also shown in Table 3 which depicts percentage dierences between the solution values of the improvement procedure and those of the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure. We have varied the value of RAN 2 from 4L to L, namely from 0.2 to 0.05, and solved the problems with the three procedures. The solution value of the procedure developed in this paper is signi®cantly superior to the ones obtained by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure at the lower values of RAN 2 . This indicates that the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure tend to be insensitive to the relative magnitude of the incompletion costs, whereas the procedure developed in this paper gives solutions that are very close to the optimal ones for all relative magnitudes of incompletion costs.
Experimentation with problems requiring decomposition
A comparison of the results obtained by the procedure developed in this paper to those obtained by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the truncated DP procedure [14] was presented in Tables 1 and 2 . These problems contained at most 20 tasks. Next, we consider problems with 30±60 tasks. These problems are decomposed into subproblems of 20 or fewer tasks as described in Section 3.1. Table 4 summarizes information about the problems and the results obtained. Columns 2, 3 and 4 depict the number of tasks, Fratios and the cycle time of the problems considered. The solution values obtained by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] and the proposed procedure are shown respectively in columns 5 and 6. The CPU time limit on the improvement procedure of each subproblem was set to 120 s on an IBM 3031. The total CPU time taken by the procedure is depicted in column 7. The computational requirements for the Kottas and Lau [9] procedure are considerably smaller than those reported in column 4, however, the decreasing cost of computer usage lessens the importance of this issue. Moreover, within reasonable computation time, it seems more important to determine better quality solutions as the production cost saving will be orders of magnitude larger than the cost of computations. The last column depicts the percentage improvement of the proposed procedure over the solution of the method of Kottas and Lau [9] . On average, the approximation procedure generated designs whose total system costs are 6.2% lower than those of the designs generated by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] .
Concluding remarks
A comprehensive procedure for solving the stochastic, single-model assembly line balancing problem was developed and presented in this paper. This approach begins with the truncated DP procedure solution, and uses a branch-and-bound type of procedure to generate an improved solution. Experimental results indicate that better solutions are generated than those obtained by the method of Kottas and Lau [9] within reasonable computation times for the single model, stochastic line balancing problem under the condition described in Section 2, including speci®cally that the means and standard deviations of task performance times are linear. When improvements occur, the solutions are always associated with fewer stations and are shown to generate designs with smaller cost values. Indeed, solutions using the proposed method, tested over a wide range of parameter values, were shown to either equal to or dominate those obtained by the truncated DP method, which in turn, equals or dominates those generated by the Kottas and Lau procedure [9] .
